
 
 
 
Brick House Blonde                      5.0% ABV  -  18 IBU 

She’s blonde and refreshing! She’s mighty mighty! Brewed with perfect proportions of Northwest hops and malts for a 
beer that makes an old man wish for younger days. This session ale lets it all hang out with easy drinkability and a light 
malt finish. …what a winning hand! 
 
Seismic IPA                                    6.2% ABV  -  75 IBU 

Brace yourself for the clean, bright bitterness and crisp finish of our dry-hopped and unfiltered NW IPA.   Don’t fault us if 
the Columbus, Amarillo, Cascade and Simcoe hops shake your belief in the IPAs you have been enjoying up to now.  	  
 
Rip Saw Red                                   6.5% ABV  -  60 IBU 

Our local hops are right at home in this Northwest-Style Red Ale:  woody, spicy, piney and citrusy.  They also enjoy 
playing against the lush backdrop of a blend of  pale, carapils, caramel and chocolate malts.  Let ‘er rip! 

Steel Bridge Stout                         5.2% ABV  -  22 IBU 

Rich and chewy, this robust stout is girdered together with Midnight Wheat, Black Prinz, Roasted Barley, Special B and 
Chocolate malts.  You can tell:  it’s jet black with a thick brown head, loaded with espresso, coffee and rich malt flavors.  
Bittered with Columbus hops and finished with spicy Willamettes, it all holds together nicely. 	  
 
Hot Flash Pale                               5.0% ABV  -  35 IBU 
What to drink when you are mid-session?  Not ready to retire with an 8% ABV snifter?  Not feeling like your early twenties 
looking for that lite beer?  We have the beer for you!  The Slovenian hop "Dana" has a wonderfully bright floral, pine and 
lemon aroma and works wonderfully in a single-hop Pale Ale.  Hot Flash is sunny, good spirited and fun to be around! 
 
2 Trees Rauchweizen                   5.9% ABV  -  17 IBU 
The fourth in a series of German Weizens, brewed in order to appease the German goddess:  A smoke-beer lover’s ultimate Weizen 
with plenty of isoamyl acetate from the yeast and yummy smoke aroma and flavor from the smoked malts.  Bamberg makes malt like 
no other:  the wheat malt is smoked over oak, the barley malt over beech.  It’s like a bacon-banana pancake.  Weird, but damn tasty. 



Cloud Break Common Ale            5.9% ABV  -  50 IBU 
There are few spectacles more awe inspiring than a solitary ray of sunshine reaching through dense cloud cover on an overcast day. 
Cloud Break Common Ale was made to be a sturdy pint for quaffing under gray skies while reassuring Northwesterners that the sun 
is still shining up there somewhere.  Enjoy the beams of piney, orangey hoppiness as they shine through a layer of toasted caramel. 
Cloud Break Common Ale is sure to brighten up your day! 

Hibernator - Weizendoppelbock  7.6% ABV  -  18 IBU 
 
The third in a series of German Weizenbiers, brewed especially for the Holiday Ale Festival, our Weizendoppelbock won’t leave you 
rolled up in a ball with a big smile on your face until Spring arrives.  But then again, maybe it will…  It is brewed with all German 
malts, hops and yeast:  The wheat malt provides the basis for the beer (and great head retention), Pilsner, Munich and dark caramel 
malts give the rest of the malt flavor profile:  rich, malty, and sweet.  German Magnum hops contribute to the sense of spiciness 
alongside the phenolic clove note from the authentic Bavarian Hefeweizen strain, which also imparts the classic banana fruitiness to 
the brew. 

Old Blind Man Imperial Porter    6.7% ABV  -  98 IBU 
What do you give an old blind man on his birthday?  How about an Imperial Porter?  Brewed in celebration of a dear friend 
(who came up with the name, mind you…) who happens to be getting along in years, we put together this rich, chewy 
concoction.  Brewed with Pale, C-40, C-120, Chocolate Malt and Roasted Barley, it tastes like a dark chocolate bar, but 
with bubbles!  We left enough residual sweetness to make this your beer of choice for your next ice cream beer 
float.  Happy Birthday, Old Blind Man!   
 
Notorious Number 3 Eisbock     8+ % ABV  -  23 IBU 
Fermentor 3 can be a bit persnickety.  It surprised us when we brewed our first Nut Brown this spring when it froze the 
beer, leaving a smooth Eisbraun behind.  With that in mind we threw a German Doppelbock into Tank 3, fermented it out 
and then cranked up the icing factor!  Out comes our Eisbock with the velvety sweet Munich malt as the predominate 
flavor.  The higher alcohol content (we couldn’t calculate how much water was frozen out of the beer, but we know it is 
above 8%) and the judicious dose of German hops help to balance out the sweetness, creating a very smooth drinking 
dark lager.  Prost! 
	  

	  



Upcoming brews: 

XL 5 – Experimental Lager 5 – Hopfenstopfen                                   5.7% ABV  -  70 IBU 
Although German brewing techniques took over the world, Germany had a smaller colonial footprint than other European powers.  It 
didn’t have a colony in India, for instance.  Tsingtao, in Eastern China, was settled by Germans who started the brewery of the same 
name.  But they brewed there, not having to transport beer around Africa via ship like the Brits did.  And yet, we thought it would be 
fun to take our IPA recipe and switch out the American ingredients with German ones.  It’s not an IPL, since India Pale Lagers taste 
like Kingfisher, not like a hopped up Lager/IPA hybrid.  See if you like what “hop stuffing” does to a bitter lager!   

Tropical Flash Pale                                                                                                                         5.0% ABV  -  35 IBU 

Guava, peach and passion fruit dominate the aroma of this single hop Pale Ale.  Ella is an Australian hop with potent tropical fruit 
aromas and a clean bitterness.   

	  


